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Abstract—Acoustic reflector localization is an important issue
in audio signal processing, with direct applications in spatial au-
dio, scene reconstruction, and source separation. Several methods
have recently been proposed to estimate the 3D positions of acous-
tic reflectors given room impulse responses (RIRs). In this article,
we categorize these methods as “image-source reversion”, which
localizes the image source before finding the reflector position,
and “direct localization”, which localizes the reflector without
intermediate steps. We present five new contributions. First, an
onset detector, called the clustered dynamic programming pro-
jected phase-slope algorithm, is proposed to automatically extract
the time of arrival for early reflections within the RIRs of a
compact microphone array. Second, we propose an image-source
reversion method that uses the RIRs from a single loudspeaker. It
is constructed by combining an image source locator (the image
source direction and range (ISDAR) algorithm), and a reflector
locator (using the loudspeaker-image bisection (LIB) algorithm).
Third, two variants of it, exploiting multiple loudspeakers, are
proposed. Fourth, we present a direct localization method, the
ellipsoid tangent sample consensus (ETSAC), exploiting ellipsoid
properties to localize the reflector. Finally, systematic experiments
on simulated and measured RIRs are presented, comparing the
proposed methods with the state-of-the-art. ETSAC generates
errors lower than the alternative methods compared through
our datasets. Nevertheless, the ISDAR-LIB combination performs
well and has a run time 200 times faster than ETSAC.
Index Terms—Ellipsoids, image sources, geometry reconstruc-
tion, room impulse responses, reflectors, acoustic scene analysis.
I. INTRODUCTION
The creation of an accurate model to identify acoustic
reflector positions from room impulse responses (RIRs) is
important for several different research areas in audio signal
processing. For instance, such a model can provide information
about the geometry of the listening environment with respect
to a listening position, which can be exploited in audio
forensics [1], simultaneous localization and mapping [2], and
spatial audio [3]. In addition, model parameters can be utilized
to enhance target signals in fields such as automatic speech
recognition [4], music transcription [5], source separation
[6], audio tracking [7], dereverberation [8], and microphone
array raking, that captures and combines individual reflections
constructively [9], [10]. Beyond all of these, an acoustic
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reflection localizer can be combined with image processing
to construct a robust hybrid room geometry model [11], [12].
In particular, acoustic information can aid detection of mirrors
or windows, that cannot be identified by a visual sensor.
Several approaches have been presented to localize reflec-
tors from RIRs [13–20], as the solution of a 2D problem,
where the loudspeaker, microphone and reflector lie on the
same plane. For instance, in [20], the authors exploited time
of arrival (TOA) knowledge to localize 2D reflectors, using
ellipses. These ellipses have their major axis equal to a specific
reflection path, and foci on the respective microphone and
source positions, and the common tangent line corresponds to
the 2D reflector under investigation. Recently, 3D models have
also been investigated. In [21], the work in [20] was extended
to 3D spaces. However, it was not yet a full 3D estimation,
instead combining 2D projections to estimate the positions
of surfaces outside the measurement planes. A different way
to extend the work in [20] was proposed in [22], where we
considered the ellipses generated to be 2D projections of
ellipsoids. This improved the accuracy compared to [20], but
was also not fully 3D. The 3D reflector localization methods
can approximately be categorized into two groups. The first
one is “image-source reversion” [23–25], where the TOA is
used to revert to the image source location [26], which is
subsequently used to determine the reflector position. The
second group contains those methods directly localizing the
reflector, without estimating other elements about the room
acoustic first [27–29]. Accordingly, we refer to this group as
“direct localization”.
The method in [24] used the image-source reversion ap-
proach to localize reflectors in 3D. In [24], a large number
of loudspeaker orientations were needed. In [23], a least-
squares minimization was utilized to fit “synthetic” reflections
to recorded RIRs. However, it still required a large number of
RIRs. The synthetic reflections were obtained in an anechoic
room, with a plastic reflector to simulate a wall. In total,
240 loudspeaker positions were used to collect the recordings,
leading to 1440 RIRs, considering the six-element microphone
array employed. Since the number of RIRs was deemed not
enough to train the model, the RIRs were additionally inter-
polated in space, in order to have more directions of arrival
(DOAs). The main contribution of [25] was a novel algorithm
to label the reflections from a distributed microphone array,
where the reflector order would otherwise be ambiguous if
compared among different microphone recordings. The reflec-
tor estimation was performed using image-source reversion,
by assuming that the TOAs were known a priori.
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In [30], we proposed the image source direction and ranging
(ISDAR) method. ISDAR was based on the idea of combining
TOA and DOA to localize image sources with the following
four novel aspects. The first aspect is the use of a compact
array of non-coincident omnidirectional microphones. This
gives a marked improvement with respect to [31], where
recordings were made with a coincident first-order directional
microphone (B-format). The second aspect concerns the TOA
estimation. In our approach, TOAs are estimated for each
microphone channel by the dynamic programming projected
phase-slope algorithm (DYPSA) [32], and then clustered. This
allows for the development of more robust algorithms, by
detection and correction of gross errors. In [31], a virtual
cardioid is used to scan and find the DOA and TOA of
the reflection, at the maximum amplitude of the directional
signal. Correlations between each pair of microphone RIRs
were utilized in [33], where a squared-error cost function
was then minimized to find DOAs from estimated TDOAs.
Third, in [31], the DOA from the reflection was taken as that
whose directional response was maximum. Later, in [34], a
probabilistic approach was proposed to find DOA by steering
towards the signals recorded through spherical microphone
arrays. In our case the delay-and-sum beamformer, which is
a TDOA-based approach, was employed to obtain the DOA
as that giving the maximum response. Finally, whereas direct
sound cancellation can avoid swamping the reflection signal
[35], for ISDAR we chose to apply a time window around the
reflection TOA, to gate the reflection signal and extract the
related time domain segment, as in [31], [34].
One of the first attempts to employ, instead, the direct
localization approach was proposed in [27]. Exploiting inverse
wave field extrapolation, the authors mapped reflections from
a set of receivers to the related reflecting objects. This method
provided an accurate analysis, and it was even able to identify
small reflecting objects lying between the main reflector and
the microphone array. However, the microphone array was
assumed to be exactly parallel to the reflector. In [28], reflector
positions were estimated by transforming the RIR into the
frequency domain. In spite of this, only two parallel reflectors
were localized, assuming the other boundaries completely
absorbent. The method that can be considered as the first
one exploiting direct localization through 3D ellipsoids, was
presented in [29]. Despite this, the peaks were not auto-
matically identified to extract TOAs from RIRs. In addition,
the reflector search was computationally expensive, caused
mainly by the optimization of its cost function. In our previous
work [36], a full 3D method was proposed, exploiting direct
reconstruction through ellipsoids. The reflector search was
performed utilizing two variants, either the random sample
consensus (RANSAC) algorithm [37], or the combination of
the cost function used in [29] and the Hough transform.
Methods to localize sources that combine TOA with time
difference of arrival (TDOA) can be found in the literature.
For instance, in [38], the authors provided an evaluation over
several localization methods, exploiting the TOA and TDOA
probability density functions. Then, they fused together these
two densities, improving robustness. However, with ISDAR,
we combine TOA and DOA directly, in spherical coordinates.
We have observed various limitations in the reflector lo-
calization literature. There is not a onset detection algorithm
specifically designed to automatically extract reflection TOAs
from multichannel RIRs, recorded by compact microphone
arrays; although several algorithms have been designed for
single channel onset detection on RIRs [39–42], including
one based on spatial pre-processing of B-Format signals [31].
Some methods assume specific spatial relationships between
the microphone array and reflectors [27], [28]. Methods may
require thousands of RIRs recorded in anechoic rooms [23].
The microphones are often considered to be spatially sparse,
introducing the problem of labeling echoes [25]. There are
no proposed ways to aggregate measurements from multiple
loudspeakers to improve localization. Finally, classical image-
source reversion methods (e.g. [24], [25]) use TOAs to localize
the image source without considering other information carried
by the RIRs, limiting their robustness.
To address these issues, the contributions of this work are:
• a multichannel version of DYPSA [32], i.e. clustered
DYPSA (C-DYPSA), to automatically extract reflection
TOAs from compact microphone array RIRs;
• the image-source reversion method ISDAR-LIB, created
by the fusion of our ISDAR (the image-source locator
presented in [30]) and loudspeaker-image bisection (LIB)
(a reflector localization algorithm in [24], [25]);
• two further novel variants of ISDAR-LIB, exploiting
multiple loudspeakers;
• ellipsoid tangent sample consensus (ETSAC), a direct
localization method (modified from [36], by utilizing the
new C-DYPSA instead of DYPSA);
• a comparative evaluation of the state-of-the-art and the
proposed methods, using synthetic and measured RIRs.
The comprehensive comparison presented here is, to our
knowledge, the first that compares image-source reversion and
direct localization methods, as approaches for 3D reflector
localization. The study also informs the level of estimation
accuracy expected from a real-world dataset [43].
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section
II introduces the underlying theory supporting the presented
methods, and the pre-processors common to every method
evaluated. The state-of-the-art methods selected for the evalu-
ation are described in Section III, and the proposed methods
in Section IV. The numerical analysis and results are reported
in Section V. Section VI draws the overall conclusions.
II. BACKGROUND AND PRELIMINARIES
A. Theoretical Models
1) The Room Impulse Response (RIR): A RIR is an acoustic
signal, carrying information about the environment in which it
was recorded. It is generally considered as being composed of
three components [44]: the direct sound, revealing the position
of the sound source; the early reflections, conveying a sense of
the environmental geometry; and the late diffuse reverberation,
indicating the size of the environment, and average absorp-
tion [45], [46]. From this classical decomposition, and defining
the discrete time variable n, the RIR from source j to sensor
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TABLE I: 3D method categorization.
Image-Source Reversion Direct Localization
Ribeiro et al. [23] Kuster et al. [27]
Tervo et al. [24] Zamaninezhad et al. [28]
Dokmanic´ et al. [25] Nastasia et al. [29]
Proposed ISDAR-LIB and variants Proposed ETSAC
i can be defined as superimposition of Dirac deltas, delayed
by nk,i,j samples, with k enumerating the reflections [30]:
ri,j(n) =h0,i,j(n− n0,i,j) +
Tm∑
k=1
hk,i,j(n− nk,i,j) + g(n),
(1)
where h0,i,j(n) represents the direct sound, hk,i,j(n) the early
reflections, and g(n) is the late reverberation modeled as
exponentially decaying Gaussian noise; Tm is the k-th peak
corresponding to the last reflection before the mixing time.
2) The Image Source Model: The most prominent early
reflections typically have a sizable specular component. There-
fore, one way to localize reflectors is to benefit from the notion
of image sources [26]. Denoting B0 as a vector containing the
three Cartesian coordinates of the sound source and p as a
vector containing the first reflector (k = 1) plane coefficients,
the corresponding image source B is the virtual sound source,
constructed as the point B0 mirrored with respect to p.
B. Method Classification and Overviews
As discussed in the introduction, reflector locator methods
can be divided into two main groups: image-source reversion
and direct localization. Table I summarizes these groups and
shows the categorization for our proposed methods, together
with the state-of-the-art. Figure 1 shows an overview of the
structure of the proposed methods, together with two baseline
methods (selected to be compared in our experiments in
Section V): Tervo et al. [24] and Dokmanic´ et al. [25]. The
novel methods and algorithms are highlighted in grey (C-
DYPSA, ISDAR-LIB, the ISDAR-LIB variants, and ETSAC).
To generate methods that are able to automatically extract
TOAs from RIRs, C-DYPSA is proposed and employed as
a pre-processor to each method tested. A description of this
novel algorithm, that is an evolution of the DYPSA algorithms
[32], is reported in Section II-D1. Different acoustic parame-
ters are exploited by the methods. ISDAR-LIB and its variants
exploit DOA to localize the reflector. Thus, for these methods,
the delay-and-sum beamformer (DSB) [47] is employed in the
pre-processing stage, together with C-DYPSA.
C. Method Assumptions
The main assumptions in this article are as follows:
• knowledge of at least four RIRs;
• the omnidirectional microphone array is “compact”;
• the sources are in the far-field;
• the reflection has a dominant specular component;
• the image source estimation errors are independent and
identically distributed.
The assumption concerning the minimum number of RIRs
has been made due to the fact that, to estimate parameters
Fig. 1: Overview of the tested methods (image-source rever-
sion methods exploiting a single loudspeaker (a), image-source
reversion methods exploiting multiple loudspeakers (b), direct
localization method (c)). The novel methods are highlighted in
grey. ri,j(n) is the RIR between the i-th microphone and j-th
loudspeaker; nˆi,j,k is the TOA of the direct sound (k = 0), or
first reflection (k = 1); Γj = [Θj ,Φj ] contains the azimuth Θj
and elevation Φj ; Bj is the image source position; pj is the
plane related to the j-th loudspeaker, whereas p is obtained
using multiple loudspeakers.
in 3D space, at least four positions are needed. The compact
microphone array assumption has been made to enable the
use of classical beamforming techniques [47], and to avoid
erroneous permutations in the labelling of reflections arriving
at the microphone [25]. We consider arrays with maximum
microphone displacement from the array center less than half
a 1-kHz wavelength (d < 171 mm) to be compact, where
1 kHz is a standard reference frequency. Note that compactly-
arranged microphones are similarly affected by any source
directivity. Assuming sources and image sources to be in the
far-field means their response at the array can be approximated
as plane waves. For the array configuration in the present
work, the Fraunhofer rule sets the far-field limit at 2.1 m
at 1 kHz [48], making this a fair assumption for reflector
localization in typical rooms. The fourth assumption, of the
specular reflections, enables its detection in the time domain
RIR. This assumption excludes scattering, shadowing and
diffraction phenomena, and justifies the use of the image
source model, which applies to mid-range audio frequencies.
No further assumptions regarding reflection, source, and mi-
crophone frequency responses are needed. Finally, assuming
the image source localization errors as independent and identi-
cally distributed allows the integration of multiple loudspeaker
results in a post-processing step. Different reflection signal-to-
noise ratios (SNRs) do not influence this, since the dominant
specular component of the reflection implies a high SNR.
The first reflection can be considered as the most important
one, for two main reasons [49]: subject to masking, it has
the most prominent perceptual properties, being a single
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specular reflection arriving with a limited time delay from
the direct sound; it carries most energy. In a typical room,
the second reflection conveys 20–40 dB less energy than the
direct sound [49]. Therefore, in this article, we focus on the
first reflector. Other works that examine later reflections can be
found in [24], [25]. Since the first reflection is estimated from
multichannel RIRs only, we do not have to make any prior
assumptions about the room shape or the reflector orientation.
D. Common Pre-processing
To obtain the TOAs and DOAs automatically from recorded
RIRs, a pre-processing stage was employed consisting of a
clustering onset detector (i.e. C-DYPSA) and a DSB.
1) The Clustered Dynamic Programming Projected Phase-
Slope Algorithm (C-DYPSA): The state-of-the-art reflector
localization methods do not provide a specific algorithm to
extract TOAs from the RIRs. In [30], [36], we applied DYPSA
to a single RIR at a time, to detect variations in the amplitude.
Here, we propose an extension, that clusters TOAs across the
microphones of the compact array.
DYPSA was designed to estimate glottal closure instances
from speech [32]. Defining the phase-slope function S(ω)
as the opposite of the group delay function of the signal
S(ω) = −G(ω), peaks in the time domain (i.e. TOAs) cor-
respond to positive-going zero crossings in S(ω). To reliably
select the instants where S(ω) has these zero crossings, it
is smoothed using a Hann window wGD(n) of length TGD.
Finally, two processes are applied: to form a confidence level
by comparing S(ω) to a model, and to calculate the weighted
gain of each peak considering its importance on the original
signal. To adapt the algorithm to our purpose [30], a threshold
τS was defined on S(ω) to take only the most significant
peaks of ri,j(n). Another threshold τA was applied on the time
domain amplitude, to eliminate the peaks that have much less
energy than the main one. These thresholds were heuristically
derived.
The proposed C-DYPSA contains two post-processing re-
finements. First, considering the k-th peak for every i-th
microphone in the compact array, the median n˜k,j of the
estimated TOAs in samples nˆk,i,j is obtained. The output
of DYPSA, considering each i-th sensor separately, is then
observed. If the (k+1)-th reflection TOA nˆk+1,i,j is closer to
the median n˜k,j than the k-th reflection TOA nˆk,i,j , then nˆk,i,j
is treated as a false positive. Consequently, it is replaced with
the k-th reflection TOA value nˆk+1,i,j . Second, the Grubbs’
test [50] identifies the cluster of TOAs relative to the k-th peak
considering every microphone in the compact array. The RIRs
generating outliers to this cluster are discarded. The C-DYPSA
performance is evaluated in Section V-C, Table V.
2) Delay-and-Sum Beamformer (DSB): Our image-source
reversion methods also exploit DOAs [30]. To extract them
directly from recorded RIRs, the DSB [47] was used, provid-
ing adequate performance for our purposes, and being simple.
To apply the DSB, the input RIRs were first segmented. To
generate these segments without losing the phase differences,
the average of the first early reflection TOAs nˆi,j over the
M microphones was calculated as nj = 1M
∑M
i=1 nˆi,j . This
TOA corresponds to that of a virtual microphone lying at the
center of the array. The segments were obtained by applying a
Hamming window w(n) of length T , for each RIR, centered
at nj : rSi,j(n) = ri,j(n)w(n− nj).
III. STATE-OF-THE-ART METHODS
The two image-source reversion baselines, based on sin-
gle loudspeaker information, are here presented [24], [25].
First, their two distinct image source locator algorithms are
described. Then, their common reflector position estimation
algorithm LIB is presented.
A. Maximum Likelihood (ML)
The method proposed by Tervo et al. in [24] is composed by
a maximum likelihood (ML) algorithm to localize the image
source, followed by the LIB algorithm to estimate the reflector
position (Figure 1(a)).
The ML image source locator exploits the TOAs at each
microphone to generate a probability function [24]. First, a
uniformly distributed set of x points is generated in 3D space,
represented by the x×3 matrix X containing all the Cartesian
coordinates. Considering these points as possible image source
positions, and assuming the center of the microphone array as
the origin of the coordinate system, the possible TOAs for the
first reflection of the j-th loudspeaker are obtained, and placed
in the vector nj(X) = [n1,j(X), ..., nM,j(X)]T , where M is the
number of microphones. With the TOAs estimated through
C-DYPSA nˆj = [nˆ1,j , ..., nˆM,j ]T , the multivariate Gaussian
probability distribution function can be calculated:
p(Dj(X),Σ) =
exp(− 12Dj(X)TΣ−1Dj(X))
(2pi)M/2
√
det(Σ)
, (2)
where Dj(X) = nj(X) − nˆj , and Σ = [diag(Ji,j)]−1. Ji,j
is the Fisher information, carrying knowledge of the selected
frame rSi,j(n) SNR [38]. Thus, the image position is given by:
Bj = argmax
X
p(Dj(X),Σ). (3)
B. Multilateration
The method presented by Dokmanic´ et al. [25] employs the
image localization method named multilateration1. In addition,
the LIB algorithm, which will be introduced in Section III-C,
is used as the reflector locator (Figure 1(a)).
Having knowledge from C-DYPSA about the first reflection
TOAs nˆi,j , and assuming the vector containing the microphone
position coordinates Ai is known, multilateration generates
spheres having radii equal to the TOAs nˆi,j and centered at
the respective sensor positions Ai. Minimizing a particular cost
function which incorporates each reflection distance [51], the
image source Bj related to the j-th loudspeaker is obtained.
However, with traditional multilateration, if microphones are
too close to each other, Bj cannot always be localized. Due
to small errors during the TOA estimation, there are cases
where the spheres do not intersect. Therefore, being unreliable
1Multilateration is not explicitly presented in [25]. However, it can be iden-
tified from the authors’ code at http://infoscience.epfl.ch/record/186657/files/.
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Algorithm 1 The ISDAR-LIB method
Input TOAs nj and DOAs Γj = [Θj ,Φj ] w.r.t. source
B0,j and the microphone array center; source position
Output Plane pj (reflector)
/* ISDAR
1: Calculate the radial distance ρj from nj
2: Localize the image source Bj through Equation (7)
/* LIB
3: Calculate the unit vector vj through Equation (4)
4: Calculate the midpoint Mj of B0,j and Bj (Equation (6))
5: Calculate the position of pj through Equation (5)
with compact microphone arrays, the method was modified to
randomly select three spheres, finding the point Bj,s, where
s indicates the selected three-microphone combination, and
testing it for 100 combinations. When the algorithm fails,
the combination is discarded. Thus, S ≤ 100 potential image
sources are found. The image position is taken as the mean
over all the valid combinations: Bj = 1S
∑S
s=1 Bj,s.
C. The Loudspeaker-Image Bisection (LIB) Algorithm
The LIB algorithm was employed to localize the reflector
by both [24] and [25], as shown in Figure 1(a). The plane
pj , defining the reflector, can be seen as the one bisecting the
line lj from the j-th loudspeaker B0,j to the image Bj . Their
midpoint Mj lies on the plane. First, the unit vector normal
to pj is defined:
vj =
B0,j − Bj
‖B0,j − Bj‖ = [v1,j , v2,j , v3,j ]
T , (4)
where ‖ · ‖ stands for the Euclidean norm. Hence, this plane
is defined in homogeneous coordinates as:
pj = [v
T
j , −MTj vj ]T , (5)
where the midpoint is:
Mj ≡ B0,j + Bj
2
= [M1,j ,M2,j ,M3,j ]
T . (6)
IV. PROPOSED METHODS
A. Image-Source Reversion Methods
The proposed method ISDAR-LIB (Figure 1(a)) utilizes the
same algorithm as [24] and [25] for the reflector estimation
part (i.e. LIB), together with our image source locator ISDAR
[30]. ISDAR exploits both TOAs and DOAs instead of TOAs
only, as was previously done in [24] and [25]. The two novel
ISDAR-LIB variants (Figure 1(b)) are mean-ISDAR-LIB and
median-ISDAR-LIB. Their main novelty is the integration
of multiple loudspeakers. The “multiple loudspeaker combi-
nation” block, in Figure 1(b), represents mean and median,
respectively. These two averages provide insight to the error
types that most degrade localization performance: median is
more robust to outliers rejecting all samples except the central
one; whereas the mean is more robust to additive noise,
reducing noise variance by L for L estimates.
Algorithm 2 The Mean-ISDAR-LIB method
Input TOAs nj and DOAs Γj = [Θj ,Φj ] w.r.t. L sources
and the microphone array center; the source positions
Output Plane pM (reflector)
1: for j ← 1, L do
/* ISDAR-LIB
2: Points between 1 and 4 in Algorithm 1
/* Multiple loudspeaker based post-processing
3: Calculate unit vector mean v from Equation (8)
4: Calculate midpoint mean M from Equation (8)
5: Calculate the plane pM utilizing v and M
Algorithm 3 The Median-ISDAR-LIB method
Input TOAs nj and DOAs Γj = [Θj ,Φj ] w.r.t. L sources
and the microphone array center; the source positions
Output Plane pLS (reflector)
1: for j ← 1, L do
/* ISDAR-LIB
2: Points between 1 and 4 Algorithm 1
/* Multiple loudspeaker based post-processing
3: Points 3 and 4 in Algorithm 2
4: Calculate median midpoint as in Equation (9)
5: Calculate median normal vector as in Equation (9)
6: Calculate the plane p˜MED utilizing v˜ and M˜
1) Image Source Direction and Range (ISDAR) - LIB
Method: The selected baselines exploited information given
by TOAs only. To improve the image source localization
part, it was necessary to introduce an algorithm exploiting
information from both TOAs (from C-DYPSA) and DOAs
(from DSB). ISDAR is based on spherical coordinates, and
we proposed a preliminary version in [30]. Given the radial
distance ρj = njc0/Fs, where c0 is the sound speed and Fs
the sampling frequency, the azimuth Θj and the elevation Φj ,
the image position Bj = [xj , yj , zj ]T can be written as:
xj = ρj cos(Θj) cos(Φj),
yj = ρj sin(Θj) cos(Φj),
zj = ρj sin(Φj).
(7)
The reflector locator exploited by ISDAR-LIB is the same
as the one utilized by the image-source reversion baselines
[24], [25], i.e. the LIB algorithm, already described in Section
III-C. Therefore, the plane estimated is pj from Equation (5).
The pseudocode of ISDAR-LIB is reported in Algorithm 1.
2) Mean-ISDAR-LIB: To improve the results provided by
ISDAR-LIB, the information about the reflector position car-
ried by multiple loudspeakers can be exploited. For this reason,
mean-ISDAR-LIB is also proposed. It applies a multiple
loudspeaker mean based post-processing algorithm to ISDAR-
LIB. Considering L loudspeakers, the L midpoints Mj and L
normal vectors vj can be obtained by ISDAR-LIB. The mean
midpoint and the mean normal vector are calculated as:
M =
1
L
L∑
j=1
Mj ; v =
1
L
L∑
j=1
vj . (8)
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Fig. 2: Illustration of two elevation views showing the floor
(solid brown line) estimated through ETSAC, the room
groundtruth (dashed black lines), and ellipsoids constructed
for three loudspeakers (red, green, blue).
Substituting M and v into Equation (5), pM is obtained. The
pseudocode of mean-ISDAR-LIB is reported in Algorithm 2.
3) Median-ISDAR-LIB: Another way to exploit multiple
loudspeaker information from the L estimated planes is to gen-
erate their median. Median-ISDAR-LIB calculates the median
midpoint and median normal vector, from the ones obtained
by applying ISDAR-LIB to L loudspeakers, to generate p˜MED.
These are found as the midpoint M˜ and normal vector v˜ that
are closest with respect to M and v (from Equation (8)):
M˜ = argmin
Mj
‖M−Mj‖; v˜ = argmin
vj
‖v− vj‖. (9)
p˜MED is obtained by applying M˜ and v˜ in Equation (5).
Pseudocode of median-ISDAR-LIB is given in Algorithm 3.
B. Direct Localization Method
1) Ellipsoid Tangent Sample Consensus (ETSAC): The pro-
posed ETSAC (Figure 1(c)) is a direct localization method: it
only has a reflector localization step. It uses the information
extracted from multiple loudspeakers, and it differs from our
recent work [36] in the utilization of C-DYPSA as TOA
estimator, instead of DYPSA. Here, RIRs recognized by C-
DYPSA as outliers are not included by ETSAC in the analysis
for the reflector localization. ETSAC first generates ellipsoids
in homogeneous coordinates, having major axis equal to
the respective reflection path, and foci on the loudspeaker-
microphone combination. Then, RANSAC searches for the
reflector [37]. In other state-of-the-art methods based on ellip-
soids (e.g. [29]), no specific TOA estimators are identified, and
the reflector is informed through a cost function minimization.
An example of the ETSAC output is shown in Figure 2.
Although in general ETSAC provides a unique solution, the
particular case shown, with every microphone and loudspeaker
at the same height, produces an up-down ambiguity. Prior
knowledge may be used to constrain the solution (e.g., the
floor is closer than the ceiling).
The ellipsoid has the property that the sum of the distances
between a random point on its surface and its foci is constant.
The TOA of the reflection yields the length of the reflection
path. For this reason, ellipsoids having major axis equal to
the reflection paths and foci on the respective microphone and
source positions are constructed. By finding their common tan-
gent plane, the reflector position is estimated. The parameters
characterizing a general quadratic surface can be placed in a
Algorithm 4 The ETSAC method
Input TOAs n0,i,j and ni,j (direct sound and reflection
paths, respectively) w.r.t. the L sources and the M micro-
phones; every source B0,j and microphone Ai positions
Output Plane pETSAC (reflector)
1: for i← 1,M do
2: for j ← 1, L do
3: The unit sphere EI
4: The distances ρ0,i,j and ρi,j from n0,i,j and ni,j
5: The parameters ∆Xi,j ,Qmaji,j , Qmini,j , αi,j , βi,j , γi,j
6: The matrices Ti,j , Ri,j and Si,j
7: The ellipsoid through Equation (12)
8: for p← 1, P do
9: The random unit vector vp
10: The plane pp through vp and Equation (13)
11: for n← 1, N = L ·M do
12: The tangency coefficient tn,p
13: if tn,p < τt then
14: The n-th ellipsoid is considered tangent
15: The p-th plane with the most tangent ellipsoids, and lowest
tangency coefficients tp, is pETSAC
4× 4 matrix E, to define it in homogeneous coordinates:
E =

a d f g
d b e h
f e c i
g h i j
 ,
∣∣∣∣∣∣
a d f
d b e
f e c
∣∣∣∣∣∣ > 0. (10)
To represent a valid quadratic surface it has to satisfy:
det(E) 6= 0, det(E)/(a+ b+ c) < 0. (11)
A unit sphere centered on the origin of the system is defined
as the matrix EI , obtained from Equation (10) by choosing
a = b = c = 1, j = −1, and setting all the other coefficients
equal to 0. Transformations of translation, rotation and scaling
are applied to model the ellipsoid with the required focus
positions, axis directions and lengths [52]. The sphere center
is translated to the point ∆Xi,j = [∆xi,j ,∆yi,j ,∆zi,j ]T ,
through the translation matrix Ti,j . Assuming the source
position B0,j = [x0,j , y0,j , z0,j ]T is known, and the i-th
microphone is located at Ai = [Ax,i, Ay,i, Az,i]T , we have
∆Xi,j = (B0,j + Ai)/2. The major axis is defined as
Qmaji,j = ρi,j , whereas the two minor axes are identical
and coincide with Qmini,j =
√
ρ2i,j − ρ20,i,j , where ρi,j and
ρ0,i,j are the path lengths relative to the reflection and di-
rect sound respectively. The scaling matrix S1,i,j enlarges or
shrinks the sphere utilizing Qmini,j and Q
maj
i,j . Finally, a 3D
rotation matrix Ri,j is generated utilizing the angles of rotation
αi,j = arctan
(
z0,j−Az,i
y0,j−Ay,i
)
, βi,j = arctan
(
x0,j−Ax,i
z0,j−Az,i
)
, and
γi,j = arctan
(
y0,j−Ay,i
x0,j−Ax,i
)
. Therefore, the matrix defining the
i-th microphone and j-th loudspeaker ellipsoid is:
Ei,j = T−Ti,j R
−T
i,j S
−T
i,j EIS
−1
i,j R
−1
i,j T
−1
i,j . (12)
Once all the N = L·M ellipsoids are defined, where L is the
number of loudspeakers and M the number of microphones
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TABLE II: Parameter values used for the experiments.
Parameter name Symbol Value
Slope function threshold (C-DYPSA) τS 0.2
Amplitude threshold (C-DYPSA) τA 25dB
Group-delay window length (C-DYPSA) TGD 3.5 · 10−3 s
Segmentation window length (DSB) T 2.7 · 10−3 s
Space samples (ML) x 104
RANSAC samples (ETSAC) P 104
RANSAC threshold (ETSAC) τt 1.4 · 10−3
in the array, the next step is to find their common tangent
plane. The approach is to randomly select a certain number of
points P on the ellipsoid with coefficients i = 1 and j = 1,
and verify, by setting a threshold, which one generates the
plane closest to the required one. Having randomly generated
a normal vector vp = [v1,p, v2,p, v3,p]T , the p-th plane tried
during the algorithm can be defined in homogeneous coordi-
nates, following Equation (5), as pp = [v1,p, v2,p, v3,p, p4,p]T .
The coefficient p4,p can be calculated by considering the
general property of tangency between a plane and an ellipsoid,
pTp E
∗
1,1pp = 0, where E
∗
1,1 is the adjoint matrix of E1,1. A
system of four random ellipsoid equations is then constructed
to obtain p4,p = (−w2 +
√
w22 − 4w1w3)/2w1, where:
w1 = j
∗,
w2 = 2(g
∗v1,p + h∗v2,p + i∗v3,p),
w3 = a
∗v21,p + b
∗v22,p + c
∗v23,p+
+ 2(d∗v1,pv2,p + e∗v2,pv3,p + f∗v1,pv3,p),
(13)
where a∗, b∗, c∗, d∗, e∗, f∗, g∗, h∗, i∗ and j∗ are the elements
of the matrix E∗1,1, organized in the same order as for the
general matrix in Equation (10). To verify if the plane is
tangent to the N ellipsoids, the tangency coefficient is cal-
culated for each of them as tn,p = |pTp E∗i,jpp|, where | · |
indicates the absolute value. Since the p-th plane is perfectly
tangent to the n-th ellipsoid if tn,p = 0, a threshold τt is
heuristically set depending on the dataset used and, when
tn,p > τt, the n-th ellipsoid is considered non-tangent. The
plane with the fewest non-tangent ellipsoids is selected as the
estimated pETSAC. In the scenario where more than one plane
has the fewest non-tangent ellipsoids, the plane with the lowest
sum of tangency coefficients tp =
∑N
n=1 tn,p is selected as
pETSAC. The ETSAC pseudocode is shown in Algorithm 4.
V. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION AND DISCUSSION
In this section, we evaluate the proposed methods and
compare them with the baseline methods [24], [25], fulfilling
the last contribution of this article, defined in Section I. We
first describe how the data used in our experiments were
generated or recorded, and then discuss the performance
metrics, before presenting the comparative studies in terms
of reflector localisation accuracy and computational cost. The
C-DYPSA performance is also compared to DYPSA [32].
As no other RIR dataset was publicly available for micro-
phone arrays that can be defined as compact (see Section
II-C), we decided to simulate and record the data for our
experiments. A 48-channel bi-circular array with a typical mi-
crophone spacing of 21 mm (spatial aliasing half wavelength at
TABLE III: Room dimensions (m), and volumes (m3) in
brackets, for the 10 simulated rooms. When the absorption
coefficient η = 0.5, 2 medium-sized rooms were simulated.
η = 0.2 η = 0.5 η = 0.8
Small 6.0, 4.3 ,2.3 (59) 2.4, 4.0, 2.4 (23) 4.1, 5.0, 2.1 (43)
Medium 7.4, 5.7, 2.5 (105) 7.4, 5.7, 2.5 (105)7.8, 6.1, 4.0 (189) 7.4, 5.7, 2.5 (105)
Large 19.7, 24.3, 6.0 (2872) 14.6, 17.1, 6.5 (1623) 6.6, 8.8, 4.0 (232)
8 kHz) and an aperture of 212 mm (wavelength at 400 Hz) was
deployed in four rooms with different sizes and reverberation
times (RT60s). This data, recorded with a sampling rate of
Fs = 48 kHz, is available online at [53]2. The experiments
were run on MATLAB R2014b on Intel(R) Core(TM)i7-2600
CPU @ 3.40GHz, 16GB RAM PC. To aid the reproducibility,
the values of the parameters used, heuristically obtained for
the employed datasets, are reported in Table II.
A. Datasets
1) Simulated Datasets: Ten rooms were simulated, with
varying dimensions and absorption coefficients covering a
typical range. They are classified by size and average ab-
sorption coefficient η in Table III. Inside each room, ten
different loudspeaker and microphone array configurations
were randomly chosen, leading to a total of 100 different
setups. The image source model was employed to generate
RIRs, through a Matlab toolbox [54]. The maximum order of
the reflections was set to 5, and the high-pass filter, employed
to eliminate the artificial energy at the low frequencies, was
enabled. The loudspeakers were randomly positioned on a
circle around the center of the microphone array, following
a uniform distribution over azimuthal angles, not allowing
interspaces between the loudspeakers of less than 5 degrees.
Two radii of the circle were chosen: 1.00 m for the small
sized rooms, and 1.68 m for the medium and large rooms.
Their height was the same as for the microphone array, i.e.
0.90 m. The simulated microphone array was composed by 48
evenly spaced microphones placed in two concentric circles,
with the inner circle of radius 0.083 m, and outer circle of
0.104 m radius, similar to the prototype designed for our
experimental apparatus. Its circular configuration was chosen
since it has been proved to be effective for analyzing acoustic
3D information [55]. The center of the microphone array on
the horizontal plane was randomly chosen. However, a limit
was set to maintain the loudspeakers at a minimum distance
from the reflectors. For the small rooms this distance was set
to be 0.22 m, whereas for the medium and large rooms 0.36 m.
Two noise regimes were imposed on the simulated RIRs, to
examine the effects of microphone misplacement [56] and
additive measurement noise, respectively. For the first regime,
spatial vectors were generated and applied to modify the orig-
inal microphone positions. They had random directions and
amplitudes: the maximum amplitude was 7 mm, i.e., 1 sample
at sampling frequency Fs = 48 kHz. This regime also models
systematic bias in propagation uncertainty. Independent white
2http://cvssp.org/data/s3a/
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Fig. 3: Floor plan view of the four measured rooms (different
scales). The loudspeaker (loudspeaker symbol) and micro-
phone array (red circle) positions are also illustrated. The
ceilings are at 2.10 m in AudioBooth, 3.98 m in Vislab, 2.42 m
in VML, and 6.50 m in Studio1.
Gaussian noise was added to each RIR, providing a direct-to-
noise ratio (DNR) of 70 dB.
For the second regime, extra datasets were generated with
the same ten rooms, randomly choosing ten loudspeaker
and microphone array configurations for each, as described
above. In this case, we wanted to observe the performance
of the methods in the scenario where the acoustic channel is
estimated [8]. The maximum amplitude for the microphone
displacement was 1 mm, and the DNR was set to be either
30 dB, 40 dB, or 50 dB. Therefore, having 100 room setups
for every DNR, there were a total of 300 additional simulated
datasets.
2) Recorded Datasets: The rooms recorded are named as
“Vislab”, “Studio1”, “AudioBooth” (ABooth) and “VML”, and
plan view of each of them is shown in Figure 3. Table IV
reports their general acoustic characteristics, including the
average absorption coefficient η in third octave bands. Their
ηs are also shown over the range between 100 Hz and 10 kHz,
in Figure 4. This is calculated by the inverse of Sabine’s
equation η ≈ (0.161 · V )/(S · RT60), where V is the room
volume, and S is the total reflective surface area [44]. These
rooms were chosen since they cover ranges between small
and large V , and between small and large η [57]. “Vislab”
can be considered as characterized by a medium V (suitable
for 20 people) and large η, “Studio1” by a large V (for 200
people) and medium η, whereas “VML” has both small V (for
2 people) and η. In addition, “AudioBooth” is characterized by
a small V (for 2 people), and a peculiar η, which is very large
for high frequencies and medium for low frequencies. Every
TABLE IV: RIR dataset room properties: reverberation time
RT60, Dimensions, volume V , average absorption coefficient
η, and number of loudspeakers used L.
Dataset RT60 (ms)0.5–1–2 kHz Dim. (m), (V) (m
3) η0.5–1–2 kHz L
ABooth 158–110–109 4.1, 5.0, 2.1 (43) 0.55–0.79–0.80 9
Vislab 385–286–306 7.8, 6.1, 4.0 (189) 0.38–0.51–0.50 12
VML 505–499–330 2.4, 4.0, 2.4 (23) 0.15–0.15–0.22 22
Studio1 894–901–945 14.6, 17.1, 6.5 (1623) 0.32–0.32–0.30 4
Fig. 4: The average absorption coefficient η of the recorded
rooms, evaluated in 13 -octave bands. 500 Hz, 1 kHz and 2 kHz
are highlighted with dotted vertical lines.
dataset was recorded using the swept sine RIR method, and the
sound speed assumed to be c0 = 343.1 m ·s−1. To analyze the
methods varying only parameters like size and RT60, similar
M and L must be chosen, therefore, subsets of these datasets
were selected. In addition, to be uniform across the datasets,
for every room except “VML”, loudspeakers were selected
in the horizontal plane only, with the same height as the
microphones. In every room the same 48 channel bi-circular
compact uniform array of Countryman B3 omni microphones
was used, similar to the design of the simulated array in
Section V-A1. However, there is a small discrepancy in the size
of the array used for generating the simulated data and real
recordings. We simulated the array considering the original
design, although, due to manufacturer tolerances, the real one
has a radius 2 mm wider. Genelec 8020B loudspeakers were
used. Although a description of the datasets is reported below,
for further details, the reader can refer to [43], [53], [58].
The “AudioBooth” is an acoustically treated room at the
University of Surrey [43]. Nine loudspeakers were selected for
this paper, lying around the equator of a truncated geodesic
sphere, at 1.68 m radius, at 0, ±30, ±70, ±110 and ±155
degrees in azimuth relative to the center channel. The mi-
crophone array was positioned at the center of the sphere at a
height of 1.02 m. “Vislab” is another acoustically treated room
at the University of Surrey, where the “Surrey Sound Sphere”,
having radius of 1.68 m, has been assembled [36]. Twelve
loudspeakers clamped on the sphere equator, at a height of
1.62 m, with azimuth 0, ±30, ±60, ±90, ±110, ±135 and 180
degrees, were selected for this paper. The microphone array
was placed at the center of the sphere. “VML” is a mock room
built within a lab at the University of Surrey, with one wall and
ceiling missing like a film set [58]. The microphone array was
hanging, at the height of 2.20 m, at the center of the room. 24
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loudspeakers were laid equispaced around the array with 1 m
radius, and facing the center. The two loudspeakers equidistant
from the two walls were discarded, introducing ambiguities
with C-DYPSA, the common pre-processor of every tested
method. “Studio1” is a large recording studio at the University
of Surrey [43]. Four loudspeaker positions were used, at a
height of 1.50 m (the same used for the microphone array).
Three of them were placed at a distance of 2 m from the
microphone array and azimuth of 0 and ±45 degrees, whereas
the fourth one was at 0 degrees azimuth and 3 m distant.
B. Evaluation Metrics
Large errors, generated during the process of finding the
image source or the reflector position, can highly influence
average results. This may not allow discrimination of smaller
error behaviors. Therefore, a distinction was made between
gross and fine errors, defining a threshold at 500 mm as in [59].
1) TOA Estimation: For consistent evaluation in spatial
terms, the TOA was evaluated as the corresponding propa-
gation distance ρi,j = ni,jc0/Fs, where ni,j is the TOA in
samples of the reflection path between the i-th microphone
and the j-th loudspeaker, c0 = 343.1 m · s−1 is the sound
speed, and Fs the sampling frequency. The error TOAi,j , is
thus calculated as the distance (in mm) between ρi,j and its
groundtruth. With L loudspeakers and M microphones, for a
total of N combinations, the overall error is then obtained as
the root mean square error (RMSE):
RMSETOA =
√√√√ 1
N
M∑
i=1
L∑
j=1
(TOAi,j )
2. (14)
2) Image Source Localization: The image source localiza-
tion errors j were evaluated as the Euclidean distance between
each single estimated image Bj and its own groundtruth BGj ,
averaged over all the XI ≤ L loudspeakers giving fine errors:
µ =
1
XI
XI∑
j=1
j , for j < 500 mm. (15)
3) Reflector Localization: To obtain the error in reflector
positioning, K = 5 equispaced points were selected between
each of the Y = CM(L−1)1 source-sensor combinations. The
projections of these Z = K · Y points on the estimated plane
p and the relative groundtruth pG were then calculated. The
Euclidean distance between each pair of points is obtained to
give the errors ez . To provide a reliable measure, the RMSE
was calculated over all Z points as RMSEl =
√
1
Z
∑Z
z=1 e
2
z ,
indicating the error of each estimated plane. Then, to be
coherent with the image source evaluation and provide a
summary value for each dataset, the average was calculated
over every plane. To do this, for all the reflector localiza-
tion methods exploiting multiple loudspeakers (i.e. mean-
ISDAR-LIB, median-ISDAR-LIB and ETSAC), the leave-one-
loudspeaker-out method was applied. It consists of selecting
L − 1 loudspeakers, where L are the loudspeakers in the
dataset. All the combinations U = CLL−1 = L were tested, and
TABLE V: The top part shows the gross error GTOA for the
first reflection. The bottom part shows RMSETOA and CITOA,
of the reflection path length calculated using DYPSA and C-
DYPSA, for the four recorded datasets, expressed in mm.
GTOA(%) ABooth Vislab VML Studio1 AVG
DYPSA [32] 2.3 15.5 27.1 0.5 11.4± 10.6
C-DYPSA 0.7 11.5 21.1 0.0 8.3± 8.5
RMSETOA (mm) ABooth Vislab VML Studio1 AVG
DYPSA [32] 54 110 194 100 115± 50
C-DYPSA 48 95 192 99 109± 51
the average over the XR ≤ U ones with fine errors provided:
µRMSE =
1
XR
XR∑
l=1
RMSEl, for RMSEl < 500 mm. (16)
4) Confidence Interval and Gross Error: The gross error
rates were evaluated as G = (1−XI/L) ·100 and GRMSE =
(1−XR/U)·100, together with their average over the different
datasets and related confidence interval. In contrast to the
outlier thresholds defined in Equations (15) and (16) for image
source and reflector evaluation, the threshold separating gross
and fine TOA estimation errors was set to match the maximum
microphone distance from the array center, i.e., the array radius
of 104 mm. These gross TOA errors were named GTOA.
To provide a better statistical evaluation of the results, the
confidence interval of the average across the datasets was
calculated as [60]:
CI = ζ
1
D
√√√√ D∑
d=1
(µ,d − 1
D
D∑
d=1
µ,d)2, (17)
where ζ = 1.96 is the critical value for a confidence interval of
95%, D is the number of datasets available, and d is the dataset
index. The confidence interval for the RMSEs (CIRMSE) was
calculated, by substituting into Equation (17), µ with µRMSE;
similarly for the TOA estimation confidence interval CITOA,
by substituting in Equation (17) µ with RMSETOA.
C. C-DYPSA Evaluation
The novel TOA estimator C-DYPSA (Section II-D1) was
evaluated and compared against its previous version, the
DYPSA algorithm [32], on the four recorded datasets. Experi-
ments were performed calculating RMSETOA (Equation (14)),
and CITOA (Equation (17)). Results are reported in the bottom
of Table V. C-DYPSA performed better in every dataset, since
outliers produced by DYPSA for single RIRs are discarded
in C-DYPSA, generating a final estimate more robust and
accurate. The top part of Table V shows the gross errors GTOA
decreasing for every dataset, applying C-DYPSA.
This article concerns reflector localization methods with the
first reflection; yet for other early reflections, the clustering
of responses across microphones by C-DYPSA can exploit
the array’s compactness to reduce errors in the association of
epochs to a reflection. For later higher-order reflections, C-
DYPSA fails predictably as the level of the reflection energy
falls towards the noise floor. A further study could investigate
how the number of detectable early reflections varies with the
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TABLE VI: Reflector localization gross errors GRMSE, aver-
aged RMSE µRMSE, and confidence interval CIRMSE, for
the simulated dataset grouped by room size (Small, Medium,
Large) and absorption coefficient η, with overall values. The
methods are: (A) ISDAR-LIB, (B) median-ISDAR-LIB, (C)
mean-ISDAR-LIB, and (D) ETSAC.
GRMSE Size η
(%) S M L 0.2 0.5 0.8 Overall
A 29.7 0.5 0.0 3.6 19.1 6.6 9.9± 8.7
B 14.0 0.0 0.0 2.0 11.4 1.0 4.7± 4.6
C 9.7 0.0 0.0 1.0 8.2 1.0 3.3± 3.2
D 8.1 0.0 0.0 0.1 5.9 0.4 2.4± 2.6
µRMSE Size η
(mm) S M L 0.2 0.5 0.8 Overall
A 61 13 13 13 31 44 29± 15
B 27 34 34 30 29 34 31± 2
C 207 34 24 60 151 109 98± 52
D 145 13 14 13 107 71 61± 41
quality of the recordings, and the room properties. Here, C-
DYPSA is used to clean up the input to the reflector localiza-
tion methods. In addition, we have performed experiments to
compare DYPSA with the state-of-the-art algorithm in [40].
We observed that the method in [40] had considerably lower
performance in estimating TOAs, and therefore, the results for
this method are not included in this paper.
D. Simulated Experiments
Experiments were performed considering the simulated
datasets introduced in Section V-A1. The aim of these sim-
ulations was to evaluate the proposed reflector localization
methods, over a wide variety of controlled scenarios, highlight-
ing potential strengths and weaknesses. The metrics utilized
were µRMSE (Equation (16)) and CIRMSE (Equation (17)) to
evaluate the fine errors, and GRMSE (Section V-B4) for the
gross errors. Two different sets of simulations were performed.
First, the 100 datasets produced by varying size and η,
with direct sound 70 dB louder than the additive noise, and
microphone perturbation of 7 mm maximum, were evaluated,
with results reported in Table VI. Then, the 300 datasets
obtained by varying the DNR were considered, and the results
are shown in Table VII.
Starting from the first set of simulations (Table VI, top),
the direct localization ETSAC gives the best performance,
with the lowest GRMSE over the 100 datasets. The multiple-
loudspeaker methods (i.e. median-ISDAR-LIB and median-
ISDAR-LIB) outperformed the single-loudspeaker method (i.e.
ISDAR-LIB). Mean-ISDAR-LIB was the better image-source
reversion reflector locator, among those tested. Grouping by
room size (see Table III), we note that every method suffers
when the room dimensions become too small. This is due to
the fact that, in really small environments, the loudspeakers,
which are perfectly omnidirectional for the simulated datasets,
can happen to be closer to different reflectors, raising an
ambiguity on which reflector is under investigation. ETSAC,
the direct locator, is still better under these conditions. On
the other hand, organizing the results considering the three
different η, when η = 0.5 all the methods seem to deteriorate.
However, as shown in Table III, the smallest room generated
TABLE VII: Reflector localization gross error GRMSE, aver-
aged RMSE µRMSE, overall for the simulated dataset, varying
the DNR (30 dB, 40 dB and 50 dB). The methods, A, B, C and
D, are as in Table VI.
GRMSE (%) µRMSE ± CIRMSE (mm)
30 dB 40 dB 50 dB 30 dB 40 dB 50 dB
A 11.8 9.4 9.3 41± 2 28± 2 30± 2
B 19.3 5.1 5.7 45± 2 33± 1 33± 1
C 3.3 3.9 3.6 128± 6 107± 6 109± 6
D 3.7 2.1 2.2 65± 1 80± 1 80± 1
has been coincidentally selected to have η = 0.5, and there
is no clear trend between η = 0.2 and η = 0.8 under these
conditions. The methods are more affected by the room size
rather than η. Again, the direct localization ETSAC is the best
method under every condition. The µRMSE reported on the
bottom of the table, should be read with the related GRMSE,
as the RMSE of the fine error values depends on the amount
of gross errors eliminated from the calculation. First, median-
ISDAR-LIB has consistent results over all the conditions:
although it produces gross errors with more datasets than
mean-ISDAR-LIB, if the setup gives fine errors it is more ro-
bust on identifying outliers over the estimated image sources.
Compared to the image-source reversion method with lowest
GRMSE, ETSAC’s fine error is better. There is also a tendency
for higher ηs to produce higher fine errors with every method.
For the second set of simulations, observing the GRMSE
reported in the top part of Table VII, the only two methods that
are not strongly affected by lower DNRs are mean-ISDAR-LIB
and ETSAC. ETSAC is, in general the best method here tested,
however, it faces small issues with DNR = 30 dB. Here,
mean-ISDAR-LIB has comparable performance, showing a
high robustness over DNR variations. Nevertheless, looking
at the fine errors on the right side of the table, a general
trend of improving performance with increasing DNR can
be noted. The only one that does not follow that trend is
ETSAC. However, it has the lowest GRMSE for DNR = 40 dB
and DNR = 50 dB, which includes more samples in its
µRMSE calculation. Compared to mean-ISDAR-LIB, ETSAC
has lower µRMSE, showing ETSAC to be the best method
tested in these simulations. Given that the first reflection can be
10-20 dB down from the direct sound [49], reflector estimation
may be expected to degrade at DNRs below 20 dB.
E. Comparative Evaluation with Recorded Data
In this paper, only a subset of the 3D methods presented
in Table I are evaluated. The other methods are based on
assumptions which tend to be too restrictive: in [27] it was
assumed that a uniform linear array of microphones was placed
parallel to the reflector; in [28] they assumed only two surfaces
in the room to be reflective; and the method in [23] required
large datasets. An evaluation of the direct localization baseline
method [29] has been already presented in our recent work
[36], and therefore omitted here. Consequently, the methods
compared here are Tervo et al. [24], Dokmanic´ et al. [25], and
our proposed ones. As described in Section II-D, C-DYPSA
and DSB were applied as pre-processors, to provide coherent
input to every method.
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TABLE VIII: Image source localization gross error G, av-
eraged error µ, and confidence interval CI, related to the
four recorded datasets, and their weighted average (W-AVG).
The methods I, II, III, and IV are Maximum Likelihood
[24], Multilateration [25], ISDAR, and Mirrored ETSAC,
respectively.
G (%) ABooth Vislab VML Studio1 AVG
I 67.7 70.3 89.0 66.0 73.3± 9.0
II 18.8 25.8 100.0 5.8 37.6± 36.0
III 0.0 0.0 68.2 0.0 17.1± 28.9
IV 0.0 0.0 50.0 0.0 12.5± 21.2
µ (mm) ABooth Vislab VML Studio1 W-AVG
I 323 328 342 331 334± 6
II 265 263 – 296 267± 10
III 208 239 352 232 245± 4
IV 82 163 438 100 220± 8
The comparative evaluation was performed in three main
parts. First, the three image-source reversion methods, based
on a single loudspeaker were evaluated (i.e. Tervo et al. [24],
Dokmanic´ et al. [25], and the proposed ISDAR-LIB). Keeping
in common the reflector localization part of these methods (i.e.
LIB), their image source locator algorithms were assessed.
Second, the ISDAR-LIB variants, together with the single
loudspeaker version, and the direct localization method, were
compared, to determine which conceptual approach is the best
to perform the reflector location. The third experiment ob-
serves, given the plane generated by the best method, whether
the corresponding image source is closer to the groundtruth,
compared to the one localized with the three image locator
algorithms.
1) Image Source Localization: The single loudspeaker
image-source reversion methods are compared using their
gross G and fine µ errors. The TOA estimator C-DYPSA
is used as a pre-processor by every tested method. Therefore,
although the performance of the ML algorithm and the multi-
lateration are lower than our proposed methods, this difference
cannot be attributed to a large error variance produced by C-
DYPSA. As in Table II, we used x = 104 sample points for
the ML algorithm, 10 times more than in [38]. The results are
reported within the first three rows of Table VIII, showing
that ISDAR performs much better than the two baselines,
benefitting from two acoustic parameters (i.e. TOA and DOA),
rather than only TOA. “VML” appears as a problematic dataset
for every algorithm tested, due to its high reverberance at
the middle-high frequencies. Furthermore, although the ML
algorithm [24] and ISDAR provide some fine errors as output,
the multilateration fails [25] with G = 100%. In Table VIII,
the weighted average (W-AVG) error over all the rooms is
also reported, calculated taking into account the amount of
fine errors j provided by each dataset.
2) Reflector Localization: Having identified the novel
ISDAR-LIB as the best single-loudspeaker image-source re-
version method, it is then compared with its two novel variants
(i.e. mean-ISDAR-LIB and median-ISDAR-LIB), that utilize
the information from multiple loudspeakers, and our direct
localization method ETSAC. The results are reported in Table
IX, where the µRMSE values are calculated following Equa-
tion (16). For every dataset and every method GRMSE = 0%.
TABLE IX: Reflector localization averaged RMSE µRMSE,
and confidence interval CIRMSE, related to the four datasets,
and their average (AVG). The methods A, B, C, and D, are as
explained in Table VI.
µRMSE (mm) ABooth Vislab VML Studio1 AVG
A 86 47 148 46 102± 20
B 92 70 120 54 96± 10
C 56 59 127 49 90± 12
D 21 30 82 17 52± 2
The results show that ETSAC performs much better than
the other methods. This indicates that the better approach
to localize reflectors, for these compact microphone array
RIRs, is the direct localization rather than the image-source
reversion. On the other hand, it is not possible to distinguish
which method is the best among the image-source reversion
methods. Every dataset provides different results. However,
observing the µRMSE averaged over all the datasets, mean-
ISDAR-LIB performs best. For the “Vislab”, the introduction
of multiple loudspeakers did not have a noticeable effect on
the image-source reversion method results (even though it
reduced the CIRMSE). This is due to the fact that LIB performs
similarly with every loudspeaker in this room. “Studio1”
is a dataset including four loudspeakers. Due to this small
number, methods that use multiple loudspeaker information
do not obtain improvement. With the “AudioBooth” there are
problems in LIB with the correct identification of the normal
vectors vj , however, the midpoints Mj are finely localized.
The median-ISDAR-LIB method, which exploits the median
of Mj , gave lower performance than the others, since it is
not robust to fine errors. Finally, “VML” is again the most
problematic dataset. However, even with this dataset ETSAC
has better performance. Nevertheless, for one loudspeaker,
our implementation of ISDAR-LIB has a run time of 11 ms,
whereas ETSAC requires 2.1 s, making ISDAR-LIB appealing
for fast processing purposes.
In addition to mean- and median-ISDAR-LIB, two other
ISDAR-LIB variants were tested, fitting a plane to the L
midpoints. The first used least squares, the second used
RANSAC. Although they improved over ISDAR-LIB, their
performance was lower than mean- and median-ISDAR-LIB.
3) Image Source Localization, a Cross-Check: To evaluate
the ETSAC performance directly together with [24] and [25],
images were calculated from the estimated plane. In particular,
having all the pl from running ETSAC, where l is the index
of the loudspeaker combination, and the L loudspeaker posi-
tions B0,j , the L images Bj were localized. Then, exploiting
Equation (6), the midpoints Mj were obtained. This method
is named Mirrored ETSAC. Figure 5 shows circles to mark
reflection positions in the plane of the estimated reflector with
a shoebox outline of each room.
The image localization errors for Mirrored ETSAC, calcu-
lated as before by Equation (15), are reported in the last row
of Table VIII. The fine error results indicate that the images
generated via the ETSAC-estimated reflector are consistently
more accurate than those from the other methods in Audio-
Booth, Vislab and Studio1. In VML, we observe an increment
on the level of fine errors since all the methods find this dataset
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Fig. 5: Overview of the reflection positions estimated using
ETSAC (blue circles) for two recorded datasets. The green
circle represents the reflection position related to the loud-
speaker left out during the LOLO estimation (green diamond).
The loudspeaker positions (blue squares) and the microphone
array (red circles) are represented inside the room geometry
groundtruths (boxes).
challenging, as seen in the high levels of gross error. The key
result here therefore is the reduction in gross error rate, from
over two thirds down to one half using Mirrored ETSAC. The
gross error reduction by Mirrored ETSAC however comes with
sacrifice in its fine error score in VML. Nevertheless, the W-
AVG shows an overall improvement in the performance. In
addition, comparing only those cases that both ISDAR-LIB
and Mirrored ETSAC successfully resolved (i.e., discarding
any cases of gross error), the fine error average are 248±5 and
160±7 respectively, which confirms the superior performance
of Mirrored ETSAC. In spite of this, with a gross error rate of
12.5% across all four datasets, we observe an average error of
22 cm in the image source location, whereas it is 5 cm in the
reflector location. It is also interesting to note that the scale of
these localization errors is comparable to the limits of human
perception [61].
4) Computational Complexity: To assess the computational
complexity of image-source reversion and direct localization
methods, a rough calculation of the number of linear and
non-linear operations is reported, considering ISDAR-LIB and
ETSAC. ISDAR-LIB needs a total of 21 linear operations and
8 non-linear ones to find the reflector. On the other hand,
ETSAC employs 83 linear and 9 non-linear operations to
generate each of the N = M · L ellipsoids, plus 93 linear
and 2 non-linear operations for each p-th plane generated. In
addition, ETSAC uses, in the reflector search step, a sampling
method based on RANSAC, which tests P = 104 planes
before finding the best one. On the other hand, ISDAR-LIB,
once it localizes the image source, it estimates the position
of the related plane once. As a result, ISDAR-LIB had a run
time approximately 200 times faster than ETSAC (i.e. the run
times are 0.011 s for ISDAR-LIB, and 2.123 s for ETSAC).
VI. CONCLUSION
We presented four novel reflector localization methods:
three image-source reversion (ISDAR-LIB, mean-ISDAR-LIB,
median-ISDAR-LIB), and a direct localization (ETSAC). To
automatically extract TOAs from multichannel RIRs, the novel
C-DYPSA was also introduced. The proposed methods were
compared with baselines, to discover the best approach for
reflector localization given compact microphone array RIRs.
Simulations of recording conditions, with background noise
and microphone positions displacements, were used to test
the methods by varying the room size, absorption coefficient
and DNR. Results showed that ETSAC performed better than
the other methods tested, in every condition. All methods
were affected by gross errors for small environments, fine
errors increased with the increasing in absorption coefficient.
Furthermore, mean-ISDAR-LIB and ETSAC were robust to
low DNR conditions. Experiments with recorded RIRs were
divided into three main tasks. Firstly, the image localization al-
gorithms proposed in [24] and [25] were compared to ISDAR.
Results show that the novel ISDAR provided the best perfor-
mance. The second part of the experiments compared ISDAR-
LIB, with mean-ISDAR-LIB, median-ISDAR-LIB, which are
novel image-source reversion methods exploiting multiple
loudspeakers, together with our direct localization method
ETSAC. Results show that ETSAC localized the reflector
with an average 5 cm RMSE, i.e., 42% lower than the best
alternative method, here tested. In the last experiment, the
reflectors estimated through ETSAC were converted into their
corresponding image sources, and compared with the image
locators in [24] and [25]. This showed the percentage of gross
errors dropping drastically from 38% (multilateration [25]) to
13% (ETSAC). To sum up, these experiments showed that the
direct localization gave better reflector localization accuracy
than image-source reversion across the evaluated RIR datasets.
Results also showed that images then located by mirroring
sources in the reflector also benefited from the improved
reflector estimation. However as ISDAR-LIB ran 200 times
faster than ETSAC, it has an advantage for fast processing
applications, as well as single-source measurements, which
may be useful in tracking.
Further improvements may in the future be found by explor-
ing alternative microphone array arrangements over a large set
of rooms, optimal beamformer designs for DOA estimation,
and robust methods for multiple loudspeaker ISDAR-LIB post-
processing.
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